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GRAMMAR
Direct and indirect speech: all changes
Modals in the past
Conditional sentences: third type (reinforcement)
If only/ I wish+ past perfect
Question tags
Used to, be used to, get used to
The passive: all tenses
Have/get something done
Street directions: review ( mini dialogues about asking and giving directions)
Reinforcement of all tenses through reading pet exams
VOCABULARY
Personality adjectives ( to be like vs look like)
Words and expressions related to technology
Common business words and expressions
BUSINESS ENGLISH
Methods of communication
Text messages
Faxes
E mail
Business letters: layout, elements of a business letter
Telephone conversations
Routine conversations
How to write a letter of enquiry
Telephone enquiries
How to write a reply to an enquiry
Job advertisements: position wanted vs position available
A letter of application
Job interviews (role play and video about it)
Job advertisements from www.britishjobs.net.com
Talking about companies
Group work (each group has prepared a lesson about the module and some related
exercises: matching exercises, gap filling, logo quiz, use of some apps)
The world of marketing
The marketing concept
Marketing process
Marketing segmentation
Market research
The marketing mix and the four ps
Online marketing and mobile marketing
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Advertising
A real case: Ferrero (its historical background, its spots during years, its advertising campaign
and innovations)
English lab (cooperative learning)
Malcolm’s episode I,II
Class spot
Shakespeare’s life
Romeo and Juliet: reading activity (through role play)
Romeo and Juliet: the play ( at Zanon theatre)
Girls like you: gap filling
Hung up: gap filling
Climate strike by newsflashenglish.com What would you do if you were a politician?
The art to be fragile: reading activity; choice of some parts of the novel and translation
through a pair work activity
Poetry: What is love?
Film: Shutter Island
Libro di testo: The Business Way, Zanichelli
Extra material fornito in fotocopia
Si consiglia durante l’ estate l’acquisto del testo ‘ Verso le prove nazionali Invalsi Di Da Villa
Giovanna Sbarbada Chiara Moore Claire, Casa Editrice: ELI, CODICE ISBN: 9788846838353
Prezzo Euro 7,90
San Daniele del Friuli 12/06/2019
L’ insegnante
Angela Montemarano

